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Barron's Educational Series. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 480 pages. Dimensions:
9.6in. x 7.7in. x 1.0in.Topics covered in this detailed review of algebra include general rules for
dealing with numbers, equations, negative numbers and integers, fractions and rational numbers,
exponents, roots and real numbers, algebraic expressions, functions, graphs, systems of two
equations, quadratic equations, circles, ellipses, parabolas, polynomials, numerical series,
permutations, combinations, the binomial formula, proofs by mathematical induction, exponential
functions and logarithms, simultaneous equations and matrices, and imaginary numbers. Exercises
follow each chapter with answers at the end of the book. Barrons continues its ongoing project of
updating, improving, and giving handsome new designs to its popular list of Easy Way titles, now
re-named Barrons E-Z Series. The new cover designs reflect the books brand-new page layouts,
which feature extensive two-color treatment, a fresh, modern typeface, and more graphic material
than ever. Charts, graphs, diagrams, instructive line illustrations, and where appropriate, amusing
cartoons help to make learning E-Z. Barrons E-Z books are self-teaching manuals focused to
improve students grades across a wide array of academic and practical subjects. For most subjects,
the skill level ranges between senior high school and college-101 standards. In addition to their selfteaching value, these...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential read publication. It is amongst the most incredible book i have study. Your lifestyle period will be convert when you full reading this
ebook.
-- Dr . Mea g ha n Str eich V
Simply no words to explain. It really is basic but shocks from the fifty percent of the ebook. I am just happy to explain how this is the finest pdf we have read
within my personal life and could be he best ebook for possibly.
-- B la ir Mona ha n
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